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Abstract
First-hand accounts explaining how a young British virtuosa went about establishing an international car-
eer in the later eighteenth century are scant. However, a previously unstudied handwritten page contained
within the Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive at the Dorset History Centre provides new insights into
this underexplored area. In this article, I examine an anonymous 1769 document entitled ‘a Vienne’ from
which the guiding voices of eminent musicians at the Vienna court, including Johann Adolf Hasse,
Faustina Bordoni, Marianna Martines and their circle, emerge. I argue that this item is in fact an aide-
mémoirememorializing intimate glimpses of private conversations, career-shaping advice and impressions
that helped mould its author into a virtuosa. Further, by means of palaeographical and biographical evi-
dence I identify the author as the young British glass-armonica player Marianne Davies and assert that her
recollections, preserved in this hitherto overlooked piece of ephemera, reconstruct how the educational
process of becoming a virtuosa took place.
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Whilst recently examining documents contained at the Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive at the
Dorset History Centre in Dorchester, I unearthed an item that reveals exciting snapshots of musical
life in Vienna during the second half of the eighteenth century. The item is described in the
archive’s catalogue as ‘a page from a diary in French and Italian (author unknown), dated 1769
“In Vienna”, concerning various acquaintances, as well as various musical works and books’.1

Yet this description belies the wealth of musical significance contained in the page’s two sides.
The solitary slip of paper memorializes powerful, intimate glimpses of ‘off-duty’ conversations
held across four months in 1769 between some of the foremost musicians at the Vienna court.
In it we hear the voices of Johann Adolf Hasse (1699–1783), Faustina Bordoni (1697–1781),
Marianna Martines (1744–1812) and others in their circle, intermingled with the writer’s reflections
about noteworthy issues both music-related and personal. New and important insights are found
into Hasse’s nostalgia for Dresden and his musical opinions and prejudices. Fresh information
comes to light about Marianna Martines, her musical practices and compositional output. The
note also sheds light on the nature of Hasse’s tutelage and paints a picture that shows Martines
and Bordoni in the roles of mentor and guide. I assert that the purpose of this document and
the reason behind its careful preservation were to record impressions and advice stemming from
a crucial period in the writer’s professional life. The document illustrates a period spent immersed
in Vienna’s rich musical environment and its crucible of musical learning which, as evidence will
reveal, shaped this writer’s career as a virtuosa.
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1 Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive (hereafter D-RAC), Dorset History Centre, Dorchester, UK (hereafter GB-DOdhc),
D-RAC/H/142.
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The Document and Its Author

Resting inconspicuously at the very bottom of a tower of account ledgers, shopping lists, life annu-
ities, details of house furnishings, a record of expenses incurred on a trip to Brighton and a recipe
for strengthening jelly, the unassuming document is a long and narrow half sheet of paper cut
lengthwise measuring 232 millimetres long by 93 millimetres wide. It is densely covered on both
sides with small handwriting and folded twice to create four panels on each side of the paper.
Material evidence suggests that the sheet was folded before writing on it, which was a common prac-
tice at the time.2 It carries no indication of watermarks (Figure 1). For ease of discussion, the side of
the document beginning ‘le 1 de Juin’ will be referred to as A, and the side beginning ‘le 14 de
Septembre’ as B. A diplomatic transcription and my English translation may be found in the
Appendix.

This study argues that the item is not a ‘page from a diary’, but rather a solitary sheet of note-
paper that served as an important aide-mémoire. The page does not offer signs of having been for-
merly bound as part of a book or diary, and its unusual size supports the notion that this is a loose
slip of notepaper. It carries a hurried look as a result of its many corrections, crossings-out and
uneven spacing of text, and this conjures up a sense of the urgency with which the information
was recorded. The faded brown appearance of the handwriting indicates the use of iron-gall ink,
given its propensity to degrade from black to brown over time. Variance in the ink’s thickness across
the document may be explained by the state of the pen’s nib. In a few instances, however, a darker
ink can be seen where corrections and insertions have been made. Important among these are the
corrected month of Metastasio’s name day from July to June (on side A), the year ‘1769’ inserted at
the head of side B to anchor the events of 14 September, and the strikingly large words ‘a Vienne’
that situate the memories at the beginning of side A (see Figure 1 and Appendix). Whilst occasional
changes in colouration may be a result of varying properties contained in different inks that caused
them to fade in an irregular way, it seems most likely that these darker corrections and insertions
were added retrospectively. Consequently, the hasty writing style and signs of use do not suggest
that this was information copied from another source, such as a diary. Furthermore, the contents
of the two sides record events listed beneath four chronological, yet widely spaced, dates spanning
a six-month period. The brief time spell it covers and the sparseness of its entries do not suggest
that the item is part of a diary.

The Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive within which this document is located is a collection
of personal papers belonging to the Reverend Thomas Rackett (1757–1840), his wife Dorothea
Tattersall and their daughter Dorothea. As a result of young Dorothea’s marriage to Samuel
Solly, the collection also contains correspondence of the Solly family. In 1950 a relation of
Dorothea Solly, Lieutenant Colonel R. J. N. Solly, gave the collection to the Dorset County
Museum. The collection was subsequently transferred to the Dorset History Centre, where it is cur-
rently held. As the collection reveals, the Rackett family were immersed in the worlds of culture and
science. Residing periodically at their townhouse on King Street in Covent Garden, they were close
associates of a London circle of literary and artistic figures that included David Garrick, Samuel
Johnson and Giuseppe Baretti. Amongst their musician acquaintances were two English women:
Marianne Davies (c1743/1744–buried 1814), a virtuosa of the glass armonica, and her younger sister
Cecilia (c1756–1836), a soprano who became known as l’Inglesina. The Davies sisters, as young trav-
elling virtuose chaperoned by their parents, undertook lengthy European concert tours and enjoyed
a short residency in Vienna from late 1769 to late 1770. The archive documents their touring career

2 I am grateful to Rebekah Ahrendt for bringing the practice of ‘letter locking’ to my attention. For more about this subject
see Jana Dambrogio, Amanda Ghassaei, Daniel Starza Smith, Holly Jackson, Martin L. Demaine, Graham Davis, David Mills,
Rebekah Ahrendt, Nadine Akkerman, David van der Linden and Erik D. Demaine, ‘Unlocking History through Automated
Virtual Unfolding of Sealed Documents Imaged by X-Ray Microtomography’, Nature Communications 12/1 (2021), 1–10,
and http://letterlocking.org/history.
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through private correspondence and a fascinating letter-book of introductions written on behalf of
the sisters.3 As an article by Betty Matthews describes, a plethora of eminent figures contributed

Figure 1a. ‘A page from a diary in French and Italian (author
unknown), dated 1769 “in Vienna”, concerning various
musical acquaintances, as well as various musical works
and books’, side A. Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive
(D-RAC), Dorset History Centre (GB-DOdhc), D-RAC/H/142.
Used by permission

Figure 1b. ‘A page from a diary in French and Italian (author
unknown), dated 1769 “in Vienna”, concerning various
musical acquaintances, as well as various musical works
and books’, side B. Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive
(D-RAC), Dorset History Centre (GB-DOdhc), D-RAC/H/142.
Used by permission

3 GB-DOdhc, D-RAC/D/79.
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introductions, including Empress Maria Theresa (1717–1780), Hasse, Johann Christian Bach
(1735–1782) and Pietro Metastasio (1698–1782), helping to facilitate performances at courts and
salons across Europe.4 The outcome of my investigation into the letter-book’s role in constructing
a professional network for the Davies sisters is forthcoming.5 Their touring came to an end follow-
ing the deaths of their parents, when, faced with financial ruin, the sisters were forced to return to
England. They served as music tutors to the Racketts’ daughter and, as Dorothea Rackett’s diary
testifies, were regular visitors to the Rackett household, dining with them weekly.6

The close relationship between the Racketts and the Davies sisters explains why the musicians’
personal papers ended up in Dorset. The Rackett Family Archive provides a rich source of docu-
mentation tracing the family’s acquaintance with the Davies sisters. Close examination of this
material has presented an array of events and encounters in the lives of the Davies sisters that mirror
happenings described on the page’s two sides. And it is Marianne who is of particular relevance to
the document under consideration here. As a student of her flautist father Richard Davies, she was
hailed as a child prodigy of the flute. She performed in London and Dublin from the age of seven as
a flautist and harpsichordist who occasionally sang.7 As she reached adulthood, prevented from pur-
suing the flute by prevailing gendered stereotypes, Marianne adopted the new and beguiling glass
armonica.8

I posit that the author of the document is none other than Marianne Davies. Beyond the con-
nections between the item’s contents and the life events of the sisters (discussed below), a compari-
son of the handwriting with that contained in a personal letter of Marianne Davies reveals striking
similarities. The letter is written from Naples to an unspecified ‘Mademoiselle’ on 14 March 1772,9

and is thus dated just over two years later than the document. Proud news is conveyed about
Cecilia’s debut at Naples’s Teatro San Carlo under her newly adopted sobriquet l’Inglesina as she
replaced prima donna Anna Lucia de Amicis (c1733–1816) in Hasse’s Ruggiero. The letter describes
at length Cecilia’s resilience amidst underhanded attempts to scupper her success by fellow cast
members. The contents of the letter suggest that the anonymous ‘Mademoiselle’ was in fact the
young Dorothea Rackett. Marianne’s close acquaintance with the recipient’s mother is reflected
in her references to ‘your dear mother’, and her closing wishes of ‘love to Maryann’ seem likely
to be intended for Mary Anning, a friend of young Dorothea Rackett.10 Marianne also mentions
the prospect of retelling her news to a ‘Mrs Sherward’, who may be identified as the mother of
Miss Seward, a close acquaintance of the Rackett family.11 In her letter, Marianne refers to these
people as another part of her true family, one that was well-connected and influential.12

4 Betty Matthews, ‘The Davies Sisters, J. C. Bach and the Glass Harmonica’, Music & Letters 56/2 (1975), 150–169. The
letter-book has subsequently become the cornerstone of my current PhD research at Universiteit Utrecht, which examines
gender and the gendering of instrumental sonority in the later eighteenth century through the lens of Marianne’s career.

5 Clare Beesley, ‘The Art of Persuasion: An Entrepreneurial Glass Harmonica Player and Her Network of Eminent
Influencers’, in Musical Networking in the Long 19th Century, ed. Vjera Katalinic (Zagreb: Croatian Academy of Sciences
and Arts – Croatian Musicological Society, forthcoming).

6 Diary of Dorothea Rackett, 180, GB-DOdhc, D-RAC/H/140d.
7 Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim and Edward A. Langhans, A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses,

Musicians, Dancers, Managers and Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660–1800, sixteen volumes, volume 1 (Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1973), 203.

8 For a recent study of Marianne Davies’s career and the history of her instrument, the glass armonica, see Mélanie
Traversier, L’harmonica de verre et miss Davies: essai sur la mécanique du succès au siècle des Lumières, (Paris: Éditions
du Seuil, 2021).

9 GB-DOdhc, D-RAC/D/79.
10 H. S. L. Dewar, ed., The Thomas Rackett Papers: 18th–19th Centuries, second edition, revised by Ann Smith (Dorset:

Dorset Record Society, 2021), 112–114.
11 Dewar, ed., The Thomas Rackett Papers, x.
12 ‘quand en conscience je ne l’ai fait que pour la satisfaction de ceux que je regarde comme une auture partie de notre

propre famille: c’est a dire Vous Dear Mademoiselle, Madame vôtre chere Mere, Madelle Gogo & Mrs Sherward’ (when in
good conscience, I have only done so for the satisfaction of those that I regard as another part of our own family: that is
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Marianne’s respect for the Racketts is evident in the look of the private letter, which shows signs
of considerable effort in achieving a neat layout, starkly contrasting with the hurried, private
aide-mémoire format of the item under discussion. In spite of this, there is a convincing match
between many words that feature in both documents. In Figure 2, I have presented the words
Hasse, Airre, Lettre, Roi, pas, musique and pouvoir as they appear in each document. The shaping
of these words is strikingly consistent. The formation of the upper-case consonants M, P and T as
well as the shape of double consonants ss, tt and rr provide a convincing match; so too does the
open loop of the lower-case p of pas and pouvoir and the sharp stroke that joins the q to the u
in Musique.

Nuggets of information scattered across Figure 1 help sketch an image of the author. The docu-
ment’s final note on side B concerns the length of the writer’s hair (an impressive thirty-nine
inches), confirming that these are the words of a young woman. Meanwhile, early on side A, a sud-
den, brief lapse from French into English provides another characteristic common to both Figure 1
and Marianne’s letter. The author of the document slips into English to describe the book Marianna
Martines uses to catalogue her music. The book is ‘like our housebook’, the author explains.
Although Irving Godt shows that Martines studied English, English-language proficiency was not
widespread in Vienna at the time.13 The author’s slipping into English indicates that this may
have been her native tongue. Marianne’s private letter likewise shifts from French into English at
points of emphasis, such as the twice-used ‘Dear Mademoiselle’, and when she sends ‘compliments
to all friends’ as a closing gesture. It appears that Marianne uses English in both the letter and the
document to lend emphasis when writing about more intimate topics relating to family, home or
friends. The entry for 14 September 1769 (side B) reveals that the writer is, like Marianne, a key-
board player, as she recalls she owns a copy of Domenico Scarlatti’s ‘pieces de Clavecin’.14

Marianne was an accomplished keyboardist whose skill was showcased at her earliest performances.
At her benefit concert held at Hickford’s Great Room on 7 April 1751, Marianne, at the age of
seven, played not only a concerto of her own composition on the flute, but also a harpsichord con-
certo by Handel.15 Given her seeming level of ability, it is entirely plausible that Scarlatti’s works
were part of her personal music collection. Both the handwriting samples and correlating biograph-
ical evidence lead me to conclude that this document was written by Marianne Davies and reflects
important aspects of her life and career.

Building Connections in Vienna

The double-sided document provides a series of unrelated reflections on different topics, listed
chronologically and dated between 1 June and 17 December 1769. A short line inked from the
left side of the page separates each entry (see Figure 1). Aside from the faithful copying of a
book’s Italian title-page and a momentary lapse into English, the document is written in French,
the language of polite communication at the time, and probably the language in which these con-
versations were conducted, as about half a page is filled with reports of music-related talk with

to say, you, dear Miss, Madam your dear mother, Miss Gogo and Mrs Sheward). Letter of Marianne Davies to [Dorothea
Rackett], GB-DOdhc, D-RAC/D/79. In this letter Marianne is defending her decision to report news of Cecilia’s successes
and challenges at her debut in Naples. She asks the recipient of the letter not to reveal to others that it was she who provided
this news, which heaps praise on Cecilia but also relates the unkind and unsupportive behaviour of her colleagues. All trans-
lations are mine unless otherwise indicated.

13 Irving Godt,Marianna Martines: AWoman Composer in the Vienna of Mozart and Haydn, ed. John A. Rice (New York:
University of Rochester Press, 2010), 2, 34.

14 This may refer to one or more of the editions published in Paris by Boivin between about 1739 and 1751 under the title
‘Pieces pour le Clavecin’. See Marco Moiraghi, Preface and Introduction to Domenico Scarlatti: Sonate per clavicembalo, vol-
ume 10 (Milan: Ricordi, 2021), vii–liii.

15 Highfill, Burnim and Langhans, A Biographical Dictionary, volume 4 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press,
1975), 203.
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Marianna Martines. A quarter of a page is taken up with a kind of aide-mémoire of the name days of
Viennese musical figures. Recollections of conversations, both commonplace and music-specific
with various members of the Hasse family, take up much of the overall text. The writing is densely
packed into a margin-less space that causes occasional cramming of the text at line-ends, which,
alongside corrections and insertions of missed words, conjures up the haste with which the

Figure 2. A comparison of handwriting using the ‘page from a diary’, Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive, D-RAC/H/142,
and private correspondence of Marianne Davies dated 14 March 1772, Rackett Family of Spettisbury Archive, D-RAC/D/79.
Used by permission
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memories were preserved. The author’s role as re-teller of others’ thoughts and opinions, as a pas-
sive observer of or onlooker at these events, gives rise to a sense of subordination, since Marianne
often features as the recipient of advice. The tone is tinged with admiration, perhaps awe, as these
conversations were swiftly preserved with a hurried hand.

The heavily inked words ‘a Vienne’ and ‘1769’ that open the document on side A give striking
emphasis to the top of the page. These words were added later to memorialize the events, anchoring
the document in time and place. The deliberate insertion of time and place clearly signals the special
significance of this period in the life of its author, a time that marks the pinnacle of Marianne
Davies’s career. Buoyed by their influential letters of introduction and under the watchful eye of
both parents, the Davies sisters had reached Vienna at the end of 1768 following a tour of the
Low Countries and Germany. In Vienna, they enjoyed the patronage of Empress Maria Theresa,
provided tuition to the Imperial children and performed frequently at court. As Hasse reported
in December 1770, ‘these two virtuose have been much distinguished by her Imperial Majesty
the Empress, who loved to hear them’ (‘Queste due virtuose sono state molto distinte dalla
M. dell’Imperatrice che amava di sentirle’).16 The entire Davies entourage lodged with the Hasse
family while Hasse, known as Il Sassone (the Saxon), himself tutored the sisters, moulding them
into professional virtuose. As a result of their close connection to Hasse, they earned the prestigious
title of ‘Saxon Scholars’.17

The first entry of the document on side A, dated 1 June 1769, yields particular significance when
viewed from the perspective of Marianne’s career. On 27 June, both sisters would star as soloists in
Hasse’s L’Armonica, a cantata set to a libretto by Metastasio to mark the wedding celebrations of
Duke Ferdinand of Parma and Archduchess Maria Amalia.18 The jottings of 1 June speak first-hand
to the musical and social environment in which the Davies sisters were immersed in the run-up to
this prestigious event, which marked the highpoint of Marianne’s career. The magical effect of their
combined sonorities of voice and glass armonica moved Metastasio to such an extent that he con-
tinued to praise their abilities some two years later. As he recalled, ‘[Cecilia] has the power of unit-
ing her voice with the sound of the armonica and, almost miraculously, of imitating its tones so
exactly, that it is sometimes impossible to distinguish one from the other’ (‘quando accompagna
suo canto al suono dall’armonica sa cosi mirabilmente accordar la propria alla voce di quello,
che tal volta non è possibile distinguerne la differenza’).19

Marianne’s residency at the Vienna court provided a rare period of financial stability, to which
she would refer later in her career in a desperate letter to Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790), the
inventor of her instrument. Suffering great financial hardship by 1783, Marianne nostalgically
describes an imperial generosity that stretched to the entire Davies family, explaining that the
Empress ‘graciously deign’d to Patronize in a most particular manner’.20 Marianne’s studies with
Hasse also gave the Davies sisters access to his Vienna circle. Much of the document’s text relates
to anecdotes, daily news and musical stories stemming from the Hasse family, and it is easy to
imagine that these were the products of evening conversations around the family dining table.
The intimacy of the connections the sisters made is vividly illustrated as Marianne collates the
names of those gathered in their inner circle alongside their saints’ days. The Hasse family are listed

16 Johann Adolf Hasse to Giammario Ortes, letter of 5 December 1770, in Johann Adolf Hasse e Giammario Ortes: Lettere
(1760–1783), ed. and with commentary by Livia Pancino (Turnhout: Brepols, 1998), 219.

17 Monsieur Diletti to Santi Barbieri, letter of 10 September 1771; Princess Belmonte Pignatelli to Prince Belmonte
Pignatelli, letter of 10 August 1773. D-RAC/D/79.

18 Matthews, ‘The Davies Sisters’, 157.
19 Pietro Metastasio to Princess Belmonte Pignatelli, letter of 16 January 1772, Letters of Introduction, GB-DOdhc,

D-RAC/D/79; quoted in Charles Burney, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Abate Metastasio in Three Volumes
(London: Robinson, 1796), volume 3, 83–84.

20 Marianne Davies to Benjamin Franklin, letter of 26 April 1783, in The Papers of Benjamin Franklin, sponsored by the
American Philosophical Society and Yale University, The Packard Humanities Institute, https://franklinpapers.org/.
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first, followed by Metastasio and the household of Marianna Martines and, finally, other colleagues
from the musical world. Some entries are left incomplete, evoking a sense of the busy comings and
goings and unpredictable acquaintances that Marianne made in Vienna. The final entries for
Monsieur and Madame Molinari trail away unfinished into an unused space of paper, suggesting
the writer’s anticipation of collating the names of yet more new connections at some point in
the future. Certainly, for a fledgling virtuosa seeking to establish herself amongst Vienna’s rich
musical environment, it would be highly advantageous to have a record of these significant dates
relating to new, important and influential acquaintances.

The impact of the Davies sisters’ letters of introduction in securing a professional network that
propelled the young women into lengthy European tours cannot be underestimated. Interestingly,
reflections on happenings related to two of their recommenders are recorded in the document. A
curious story about the re-emergence of a letter from Johann Christian Bach to Hasse that had
gone astray is worthy of note. Considering the document alone, it is unclear why a seemingly every-
day happenstance relating to undelivered mail should make its way into a written record. However,
if one considers that Johann Christian Bach was an important supporter of the Davies family, it
perhaps makes more sense. The ‘London Bach’ had already proven his allegiance to the Davies sis-
ters by providing seven letters of introduction to his former Italian patrons ahead of their departure
to the Continent.21

A mention of the death of Maria Antonia von Kaunitz-Rietberg, daughter of Wenzel Anton,
Prince of Kaunitz-Rietberg (1711–1794), towards the end of side A of the document reveals
other connections. The Davies sisters’ letter-book contains over thirty introductions issued by dip-
lomats. Amongst these two are provided by Prince Wenzel Anton Kaunitz, private advisor to
Empress Maria Theresa.22 The Davies sisters’ acquaintance with Kaunitz, thanks to an introduction
from Count Cobenzl in Brussels, bore fruitful introductions to the influential and musically well-
connected ambassadors Count Durazzo in Venice and Count Firmian in Milan ahead of the sisters’
trip to Italy. Through their provision of introductions, diplomats fostered cultural exchange and
helped musician visitors to expand their networks. As Mark Ferraguto has highlighted, part of
Kaunitz’s responsibilities included supporting visiting musicians.23 Diplomats like Prince Kaunitz
facilitated performance opportunities at their salons for musicians to garner exposure and build net-
works. For the Davies sisters, Kaunitz thus became an important and influential contact. Such con-
nections could also be personal, even familial. With this in mind, the document’s record concerning
the recent death of Kaunitz’s daughter is suddenly given context and greater significance.

Curiously, Marianne shifts into the past tense here, explaining ‘I don’t know if it was in this
month that we learned of the death of Prince Kaunitz’s daughter’ (‘je ne sait pas si c’est dans ce
mois que nous avons appris la mort de la fille du Prince Kaunitz’). The information appears in
an entry of 27 August (side A), and this may indicate it was part of a monthly rounding-up of
news. There is no visible change in the colour of the ink or in the consistency of handwriting to
suggest this particular comment was added any later, but the effect is one of a sudden shift from
present to past, from news hurriedly noted in the moment to a retrospective summary of recent
events. The document as a whole is characterized by intermittent and chronologically widely spaced

21 These are all contained in D-RAC/D/79 (GB-DOdhc) and are as follows: J. C. Bach to Countess Zambeccari, letter of 20
July 1767; J. C. Bach to Duchess Landi, letter of 20 July 1767; J. C. Bach to Princess Belmonte Pignatelli, letter of 20 July 1767;
J. C. Bach to Cavalier Littan Count de Valle, letter of 20 August 1767; J. C. Bach to C. P. E. Bach, letter of 30 September 1767
(two copies); and J. C. Bach to W. F. Bach, letter of 30 September 1767. J. C. Bach’s letters give particular emphasis to
Marianne’s talent as a keyboard player, a skill shared by both Marianne and the author of the document.

22 Prince Wenzel Anton Kaunitz to Count Giacomo Durazzo, letter of December 1770, GB-DOdhc, D-RAC/D/79; Prince
Wenzel Anton Kaunitz to Count Karl Joseph von Firmian, letter of December 1770, GB-DOdhc, D-RAC/D/79.

23 Mark Ferraguto, ‘Eighteenth-Century Diplomats as Musical Agents’, in International Relations, Music and Diplomacy:
Sounds and Voices on the International Stage, ed. Frédéric Ramel and Cécile Prévost-Thomas (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan,
2018), 43–65.
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entries, and in this particular instance, the August comments constitute the first entry of news since
1 June. The intervening period was particularly intense for the Davies sisters, as noted above, and
perhaps this prevented Marianne from recording news updates as they happened, necessitating a
reflective summary of recent happenings.

Similar intersections between musicians, diplomats and patrons are recorded in the entry dated
14 September 1769 (side B). An important musical visitor to Vienna is carefully identified as
Giuseppe Scarlatti (1712–1777). As the writer explains, he is ‘the son of the brother of
Domenico Scarlatti’ and the grandson of ‘Scarlatti the father [who] was Hasse’s master’
(‘Scarlatti qui est a Vienne presentement . . . est fils du frère de Domenico Scarlatti . . . le Vieux
Scarlatti leur Pere, (grandpere de celui qui est ici) etoit le Maitre de Hasse’). This record of
Giuseppe Scarlatti’s presence in the city supports Gordana Lazarevich’s assertion that he was active
in Vienna from c1757 until his death in 1777.24 Interestingly, the networks of Giuseppe Scarlatti and
the Davies sisters had intersected during this period by means of shared influential contacts.
Scarlatti had enjoyed the patronage of both Gluck and Count Durazzo.25 Durazzo (1717–1794)
had been a strong supporter of Gluck’s operatic reforms, but, when his efforts began to jar with
the Imperial court, he was sent to Venice in the role of diplomat. Gluck, to whom the girls carried
a letter from a Sir Le Noble in Schwetzingen dated July 1768, may well have facilitated their intro-
duction at the Viennese court. When the Davies family moved onwards to pursue musical adven-
tures in Italy at the close of 1770, Prince Kaunitz and a Countess Questenberg provided them with
letters of introduction to Count Durazzo. As Ferraguto has also pointed out, Durazzo was an influ-
ential figure in the sphere of music, whose role as diplomat involved bringing the best musicians
and singers to Venice at the behest of Emperor Joseph II.26 Durazzo consequently propagated
the expansion of the Davies sisters’ circle of acquaintance by introducing them to Count
Pallavicini in Bologna in June 1771.

Tutelage under Hasse and Bordoni

Since a well-connected teacher could make a career, the relationship between pupil and teacher was
of utmost importance. The document reveals important information about Marianne Davies’s
experiences with her teacher Hasse and his wife, the singer Faustina Bordoni. The pair played an
important role in educating Marianne, both musically and professionally.

Bordoni seems to have taken a particular interest in assisting the sisters in developing their
patronage network, evidenced by the fact that Bordoni loaned the sisters a valuable book.
Curiously, the careful detailing of the Libro d’Oro, a volume that lists all the noble patrons of
Venice for the year 1765, takes up considerable space on side B.27 Its lengthy description is indica-
tive of its importance and usefulness to Marianne. The Libro d’Oro provided an indispensable net-
working tool for the self-supporting virtuosa in Venice. The complete title is faithfully copied in
Italian along with the address of where it might be purchased. The writer notes that she has bor-
rowed the book from ‘Madame Hasse’, though the volume holds such invaluable potential that she
notes she ‘would love to buy [it] when we are in Venice’. It is not inconceivable that a discussion
about making connections prompted Bordoni to lend her copy of the Libro d’Oro to Marianne. In
any case, this remark confirms both the investment value of a directory of patrons and a pending
visit to Venice. Just a year after the document was written, the Davies family departed Vienna and
moved onwards in search of success in Italy. Venice was indeed their first destination, bolstered by

24 Gordana Lazarevich, ‘Scarlatti, Giuseppe’, in Grove Music Online www.oxfordmusiconline.com (11 September 2022).
25 Lazarevich, ‘Scarlatti, Giuseppe’.
26 Ferraguto, ‘Eighteenth-Century Diplomats as Musical Agents’, 194.
27 For a copy of the 1765 edition see Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, inventory number OLD 79460, shelfmark

STRENNE 0319 1765. I have yet to consult this copy, though I have examined a copy of the 1790 edition that carries the
same wording: Nuovo Libro d’Oro (Venice: Bettinelli, 1790).
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five letters of introduction to important contacts at this musically competitive and challenging
hub.28 That the section relating to the book was subsequently crossed out might suggest that
Marianne did find her own copy in Venice.

The broad scope of Hasse’s tutelage is revealed in the document. His guidance encompasses the
relating of important anecdotes about his musical past, specifics about his own musical develop-
ment and impressive details concerning his connections. Marianne records a conversation about
the composer’s musical environment at the Dresden court. The Hasse family were forced to
leave Dresden against their will owing to the Prussian occupation of the city in 1756. Hasse
described their departure as having taken place in ‘a high state of confusion’.29 The subsequent
bombardment of Dresden, in 1760, destroyed a place to which the composer never returned.
With this in mind, one might imagine that his comments evoke a personal nostalgia for his time
in the city. Hasse was seventy at the time the document was written, and he reminisces about work-
ing with esteemed colleagues who were, by 1769, no longer living. In this way, Hasse can be seen as
an important and influential thread whose anecdotes link the musical world of the past to the
future, through the young Davies sisters.

As a skilled keyboardist, Marianne Davies would surely have been intrigued to hear Hasse
describe how he was taught to read keyboard notation. Hasse explains that as ‘a little boy, it was
common to learn music written in figures and little letters (as one still writes music for the
lute), not in notes’ (‘quand H: etoit petit Garcon; c’etoit l’usage d’apprendre la Musique ecrit en
Chiffre & petites Lettres & (comme on ecrit encore la Musique p.r la Lute) pas en Nottes’). The
method of notating music that Hasse describes appears to be a form of keyboard tablature,
which took different forms during its use from about the fifteenth century to the mid-eighteenth
century. Pieter Dirksen distinguishes between a Spanish form of tablature that involves the use
of numbers and a separate form that existed in Germany. He explains: ‘in Germany, in the course
of the sixteenth century, people took the opposite approach and wrote everything in letters, and this
is what is usually understood today by (German) organ tablature’ (‘koos men in duitsland in de loop
van de zestiende eeuw de tegenovergestelde weg en schreef alles met letters, en dit is wat men tegen-
woordig gewoonlijjk onder (Duitse) orgeltablatuur verstaat’).30 Given that the note recalls notation
that involves both numbers and letters, this may suggest that Hasse was familiar with both styles.31

The practice of keyboard tablature was diminishing by the time of J. C. Bach (and therefore by the
time of Marianne’s birth). Furthermore, it appears that, unlike lute tablature, keyboard tablature was
an uncommon form of notation in England. Changes in musical practices across generations
coupled with the scarce usage of tablature in England might explain Marianne’s unfamiliarity
with the method. Indeed, her note appears to suggest she may, out of curiosity, have asked
Hasse to demonstrate the practice, as she records that he ‘learnt that way but has now forgotten
it’ (‘Mr H: l’a appris comme c’a, mais a present il l’a oublier’). The tablature conversation once
more forges a link between music’s past and present.

Hasse brings the importance of Dresden’s lutenist and theorbo player Silvius Leopold Weiss
(1686–1750) into the spotlight. The Hasse and Weiss families had been close; Johann and
Faustina were godparents to the Weiss’s son Johann Adolf Faustinus. In relating his Dresden

28 These are the following in D-RAC/D/79 (GB-DOdhc): Countess Questenberg to Count Giacomo Durazzo, letter of
October 1770; Prince Wenzel Anton Kaunitz-Rietberg to Count Giacomo Durazzo, letter of December 1770; Johann
Adolf Hasse to Faustina Biasi, letter of December 1770; Johann Adolf Hasse to Pierre Paul Piletti, letter of December
1770; Johann Adolf Hasse to Giammario Ortes, letter of December 1770.

29 Daniel Heartz, Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style, 1720–1780 (New York: Norton, 2003), 346–347.
30 Pieter Dirksen, ‘Spans of Duits: Orgeltabulatuur in Cijfers of Letters’, in Muziek op. Schrift: De Wereld van de

Muzieknotatie, ed. Rob van Berkel (Tilburg: Skryption Boekenfonds, 2005), 77.
31 That keyboard tablature was used for performance, and therefore probably also as a didactic tool, is evidenced by David

Ponsford, who has provided an example of Buxtehude’s handwritten performance instruction to the player to ‘volti subito’
(turn quickly) at the foot of a page of tablature. David Ponsford, email message to author, 1 February 2023.
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musical history to the author, Hasse singles out Weiss as being ‘also a great musician’ (‘il etoit grand
Musicien aussi’). Indeed, by 1744 Weiss’s significance at the Dresden court was clearly reflected in
his elevated position as its highest-paid instrumentalist.32

It appears that Hasse taught good musical taste through recollections of his musical past. In the
document, he compares the duos of Antonio Lotti (1667–1740) with those of Agostino Steffani
(1654–1728), presumably Lotti’s Duetti, terzetti e madrigali a più voci, Op. 1 (Venice, 1705), and
Steffani’s chamber duets thought by Colin Timms to have been composed by late 1702.33 Hasse
impressed upon the young listener that ‘the Duos of Steffani are also good, but boring, and
Lotti’s are much better’ (‘H. dit que les Duos de Steffani sont bonne aussi mais ennuiant, & que
ceux de Lotti sont beaucoup plus beau’). Certainly Hasse’s preference for his friend Lotti’s compo-
sitions stated here tallies with Burney’s account that ‘Hasse is said to have regarded [Lotti’s] com-
positions as the most perfect of their kind’.34

Despite the training that Hasse gave to the sisters, however, he had his concerns. In recounting
his musical past, Hasse praises two Dresden musicians whose strengths curiously counter the sisters’
shortcomings. Marianne first records Hasse lauding prima donna Teresa Albuzzi Todeschini
(1723–1760), for whom, she explains, he composed his Solfeggi, a work intended as a pedagogical
tool. Hasse points out that Albuzzi was under his guidance for some four or five years, in other
words more than twice as long as Cecilia. Furthermore, he praises the superior musicianship of
Pantaleone Hebenstreit (1668–1750), declaring him to be ‘a genius like Handel’ (‘un genie
comme Handel’). The impact of this comment is twofold. First, it indicates the reverence in
which Hasse held Handel, who had died in 1759, using him as a yardstick against which to measure
the musical merit of his colleagues, and simultaneously attaches a sudden musical significance to
Pantaleone Hebenstreit. Second, it casts a new light on the extent of Hebenstreit’s skill and evokes
a sense of the professional respect he garnered from his contemporaries. Hebenstreit’s pantaleon, an
instrument of his invention similar to a hammered dulcimer, produced a beguiling tone just like
Marianne’s glass armonica, and this shared timbral connection may have provoked Hasse’s recol-
lection. Hasse stresses that Pantaleone ‘was an extraordinary improviser’ (‘il etoit extroardinaire
[sic] p[our] jouer extemporae’). The composer uses this recollection to pinpoint precisely an ability
that he felt Marianne lacked, as we shall see.

Amongst their letters of introduction to noble Venetians, Hasse had supplied the sisters with an
introduction to his long-time correspondent, the influential Giammaria Ortes (1713–1790). It is
through the surrounding exchange of private correspondence between the two men that Hasse’s
opinion of the sisters becomes clear. His tutelage of the young women was brief, and the respon-
sibility this brought – particularly in nurturing Cecilia into a leading soprano in this short time
– becomes apparent in his correspondence. As their impending departure from Vienna grew closer,
he began to distance himself through reservations transmitted in private to Ortes. Hasse stressed the
brevity of their studies, explaining that Cecilia was not yet ready for an Italian audience, not least
because her Italian remained a horrible stumbling-block.35

Hasse’s misgivings about Cecilia’s readiness for an Italian audience might be understandable
given her young age of just thirteen. Marianne, however, had considerable performance experience
behind her, and had already made an impression on her audiences. During her Paris debut in 1765,

32 Edward R. Reilly, Douglas Alton Smith and Tim Crawford, ‘Weiss Family’, in Grove Music Online www.
oxfordmusiconline.com (22 August 2022).

33 Colin Timms, ‘Steffani [Staffani, Stefani, Stephani], Agostino’, in Grove Music Online www.oxfordmusiconline.com
(8 September 2022).

34 Charles Burney, A General History of Music from the Earliest Ages to the Present Period, four volumes, volume 4
(London: author, 1789), 534.

35 ‘l’italiana parlano qualche poco, e la pronuncia di questa è tuttavia un orribile scoglio per quella che canta’ (they speak just a
little Italian, and the pronunciation of it is a horrible stumbling-block for one who sings). Johann Adolph Hasse to Giammario
Ortes, letter of 5 December 1770, in Johann Adolf Hasse e Giammario Ortes: Lettere (1760–1783), ed. Pancino, 219.
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her technical skill and musicianship were praised in an article about the ‘harmonica’ that appeared
in the July edition of the Journal des Dames. The journal reported that

Mademoiselle Davies . . . paroît très propre à donner de la célébrité à cet instrument par
l’habileté avec laquelle elle en joue . . . Mademoiselle Davies en joue avec beaucoup d’art, &
comme Musicienne, elle est peut-être encore plus merveilleuse que son instrument. On a
applaudi sur-toue à l’expression avec laquelle elle joue le beau morceau de Castor & Pollus:
séjour de l’éternelle paix. Tous les Spectateurs en sont attendris, & il s’en faut de peu qu’elle
ne leur arrache des larmes.36

Miss Davies . . . seems very well suited to make this instrument famous by the skill with which
she plays it . . . Miss Davies plays it with great artistry, and as a musician she is perhaps even
more marvellous than her instrument. We applauded above all the expression with which she
played the beautiful piece from Castor et Pollux, ‘Séjour de l’éternelle paix’. All the listeners
were touched by it, and it nearly brought them to tears.

Amongst Marianne’s audience at the Hôtel d’Angleterre, her second Parisian venue, was music
critic Albrecht Ludwig Friedrich Meister (1724–1788). A year later, whilst describing the armonica
to German readers, he explained that ‘Ein englisches Frauenzimmer, die Jungfer Davies, . . . soll
noch zur Zeit die einzige Person sein, die es in gehöriger Vollkommenheit zu spielen weiss’ (an
English lady, the young Davies, . . . is said to be the only person who knows how to play it with
due perfection).37 In spite of the reputation Marianne had clearly achieved before reaching
Vienna, Hasse questioned her ability, explaining that, although she played well enough, she needed
to work on her improvisatory skills and her ability to play good music by heart (‘Per suonarlo bene
assai, bisognerebbe lavorare di fantasia, ed avere buona musica in testa’).38 Fearful of a potential
professional disaster for the sisters that might reflect badly upon him, Hasse forewarned Ortes,
‘if they keep in their heads everything I have said, and they remember everything, all that I’ve
said and repeated a thousand times, I hope it won’t go badly’ (‘Se tuttavia si tiene sul piano che
le ho dato, e se si ricorda di tutto quello, che mille volte le ho dette e ridetto, spere, che le cose
non anderanno male’).39 One might view this unique document as Marianne’s attempt to keep
Hasse’s lessons in her head. And, given Hasse’s concerns as expressed to Ortes, might we not
see his references to Albuzzi and Hebenstreit as a way of reminding two headstrong young
women that there was still work to be done?

Meeting Marianna Martines

For two young, aspiring virtuose, the Davies sisters’ residency in Vienna provided not only an
opportunity for study with Il Sassone and immersion into his rich musical circle, but also rare
opportunities to observe and interact with successful female musicians. Lodging with the Hasse
family, the sisters found themselves in close proximity to legendary prima donna Faustina
Bordoni and to Marianna Martines, a fact which has hitherto escaped scholarly notice. If my asser-
tion that Marianne Davies is the writer of this document is correct, new evidence emerges of a meet-
ing between these two young professional virtuose.

36 Anonymous, ‘Description de l’harmonica’, Journal des Dames (July 1765), 57–58, http://ark.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/
cb34473024s.

37 Albrecht Ludwig Friedrich Meister, Wöchentliche Nachrichten und Anmerkungen die Musik betreffend (25 August
1766), 71–72.

38 Johann Adolph Hasse to Giammario Ortes, letter of 5 December 1770, in Johann Adolf Hasse e Giammario Ortes:
Lettere (1760–1783), ed. Pancino, 219.

39 Johann Adolph Hasse to Giammario Ortes, letter of 5 December 1770, in Johann Adolf Hasse e Giammario Ortes:
Lettere (1760–1783), ed. Pancino, 219.
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Half of one side of the document is devoted to an encounter with Martines, recording in minute
detail her advice, compositional practices and a list of her works (see Figure 1a). Just like the Libro
d’Oro, the significant amount of space devoted to this subject indicates the impact the meeting had
upon Marianne. Every aspect of the conversation is recorded with such attention to detail that it
appears as though its author looked up to Martines as a role model.

As the protégée of Pietro Metastasio, Martines was well placed to offer Davies her advice on the
best available edition of his works. That Metastasio featured in their conversation recorded on 1
June may well be testament to his significant presence in Marianne Davies’s life during that period.
The days that followed marked the run-up to the performance by the Davies sisters on 27 June of
the Hasse–Metastasio collaboration L’Armonica before an eminent and prestigious audience.

The entry provides enlightening further information regarding Martines’ music collection and
compositions. Irving Godt has noted that Martines ‘amassed a large collection of music – her
own and that of her contemporaries and predecessors’.40 However, he continues, the collection
‘was dispersed, in a process that began even before the composer’s death’.41 The document affirms
that Martines possessed an extensive collection of vocal music that included ‘six or seven hundred
Airs by different Masters’ (‘Melle Martines a 6 ou 700 Airres de differents Maitres’). Marianne pays
particular attention to Martines’ method of alphabetically cataloguing her airs and the way she dis-
tinguishes her least favourite airs with a star.

Marianne lapses into English as she describes the book, a feature she appeared to employ when,
as noted above, there was an emphasis on intimate, familial matters. The comment that Martines’s
book is ‘like our housebook’ simultaneously reveals that Marianne Davies and her family possessed
their own music collection and indicates that the Davies sisters may well have been experienced in
copying manuscripts. Furthermore, the document reveals that their collection was catalogued using
some form of alphabetical system. Margaret R. Butler has uncovered valuable material relating to a
music collection belonging to Cecilia Davies: twenty-four items taken from Italian operas contained
in the Frank V. de Bellis Collection at the San Francisco State University Library. She refers to these
items as the ‘Davies Collection’ and acknowledges that they are just a portion of a ‘large and unified
corpus of extant music and literary material’ belonging to Cecilia.42 Amongst the items under her
investigation are examples of manuscripts that carry a large capital letter at the top of the page,
denoting the first letter of the first word with which the text of an aria or recitative begins.
Butler posits that the capital letters were the later annotations of the Davies sisters’ student and for-
mer custodian of the manuscripts, Dorothea Solly.

This assertion is reached via a comparison of capital letters appearing in the music manuscripts
with the handwriting of a note by Solly contained in the Folger Shakespeare Library.43 According to
Butler, ‘Solly evidently lent considerable attention to labelling and organising the individual manu-
scripts and librettos that eventually became part of the de Bellis material . . . She labelled the librettos
with Davies’s name, and affixed capital letters to the top of the first page of many of the Italian
pieces. The letters correspond to the first word of text in the piece’.44

However, if we recall Marianne’s comments in the document, Solly’s authorship of the capital
letters in Butler’s Davies Collection is thrown open to conjecture: Marianne describes Martines’s
alphabetical system of cataloguing music where she ‘writes the first line of each air alphabetically
with the name of the composer next to it: on the page that begins each letter there is a piece of
stuck-on paper (or parchment) on which is the letter A, B, C etc.’ (‘elle a ecrit la premier ligne
de chaque Airre Alphabetiquement et les Noms des compositeurs a coté: sur la feuille qui

40 Godt, Marianna Martines, 5.
41 Godt, Marianna Martines, 5.
42 Margaret R. Butler, ‘Opening a Celebrity’s Closet: Cecilia Davies and the de Bellis Collection’, Fontes Artis Musicae 68/4

(2021), 290.
43 Butler, ‘Opening a Celebrity’s Closet’, 291, Figure 2.
44 Butler, ‘Opening a Celebrity’s Closet’, 293.
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commence chacque Lettre il y a un morceau de Papier (ou Parchement) collé; sur laquelle est la
Lettre A. B. C. && –––’). Marianne reflects, as if to add a clarifying memory tag for future use,
that this method is ‘like our housebook’, thus revealing that the alphabetical system was one she
and her family used. This raises the inevitable question whether Butler’s alphabetically arranged
pages are in fact annotated with capital letters not in the hand of Solly, but in the hand or
hands of Marianne and her family, and, further, that these pages were perhaps formerly part of
the Davies sisters’ housebook.45

Anton Schmid, curator of the Vienna court library, provides the most accurate account of
Martines’s oeuvre in his 1846 biographical publication.46 As Godt explains, ‘Schmid’s work list,
if at all accurate, suggests that much of her instrumental music and her works for solo voice are
lost, or at least unaccounted for’.47 Marianne Davies records that Martines ‘has already composed
98 airs herself as well as 4 masses. The first, without accompaniment (à la Palestrina), has never yet
been performed. She composed it in the year 1758, and before that she composed airs’ (‘Elle a deja
compose elle meme 98 Airres outre 4 Messes la premiere sans accompagnement (a la Palestina [sic])
n’a jamais eté executé c’est dans l’Année 1758 qu’elle l’a fait’). This comment imparts new informa-
tion that contextualizes and quantifies Martines’s vocal output. Schmid’s list records 156 arias, out
of which, Godt notes, just twenty-seven survive.48 Thus we can deduce from the document that over
half of Martines’s arias belong to her early works.49 Marianne continues that Martines’s first mass
was composed in 1758. With this nugget of information, Godt’s suspicion that the Mass in C major
was composed earlier than 1760 is helpfully confirmed; we can now say with confidence that it was
finished in 1758.50 Marianne’s observation that the composition of airs preceded Martines’s first
mass might be perceived as a sort of tip on how to go about large-scale vocal composition. The
progression seemed to have been successful for Martines, for the document further confirms that
by June 1769, Martines had already composed ‘several motets, a Salve regina and cantatas, and
twelve pieces for harpsichord’ (‘Elle a mis en Musique aussi . . . plusieurs Motets, Salva Regina,
& des Cantates & 12 pieces de Clavecin’). This remark helpfully pinpoints the compositional period
of Martines’s Salve regina, which is recorded ‘date unknown’ in Godt’s list.51 Further, the ‘12 pieces
de Clavecin’ may relate to a small portion of the thirty-one sonatas by Martines that were recorded
by Schmid. It is not inconceivable that the three surviving sonatas listed by Godt that are dated
c1762 or before and c1765 stem from this collection.52 Marianne also notes that Martines had
already completed the oratorio Sant’Elena al Calvario to a text by Metastasio (‘Elle a mis en
Musique aussi l’Oratoire de S.te Helene qui trouve la S.te Croix (c’est en l’Italien)’). This comment
consequently narrows the oratorio’s possible compositional date to before 1769, more than a decade
earlier than Godt’s suggestion of around 1781.53

I suggest that the document records the outcomes of one or more conversations. If my suspicion
is correct, this marks a fascinating and hitherto unknown acquaintance between Marianne and
Martines, two virtuose of similar age who had earned fame as child prodigies. Their pathways to
success, however, were starkly different. As Rebecca Cypess explains, Martines attributed her distin-
guished musical abilities to a combination of natural gifts and diligent personal application.54

45Whilst a full study of this question is beyond the scope of this article, it is an important topic of my ongoing research.
46 Anton Schmid, ‘Zwei musikalische Berühmtheiten Wien’s aus dem schönen Geschlechte in der zweiten Hälfte des ver-

flossenen Jahrhunderts’, part 2, Wiener allgemeine Musik-Zeitung 6 (1846), 513–514, 517–518.
47 Godt, Marianna Martines, 6.
48 Anton Schmid, ‘Zwei musikalische Berühmtheiten Wien’s’, 518, and Godt, Marianna Martines, 6.
49 Godt, Marianna Martines, 5–6.
50 Godt, Marianna Martines, 256.
51 Godt, Marianna Martines, 260.
52 Godt, Marianna Martines, 263.
53 Godt, Marianna Martines, 258.
54 Rebecca Cypess, Women and Musical Salons in the Enlightenment (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2022), 153.
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During her formative years, the Altes Michaelerhaus provided a home to Haydn and Porpora, who
appear to have contributed to her musical education.55 Pietro Metastasio, however, provided her
with long-term mentorship and professional guidance. Appointed Poet Laureate in 1730,
Metastasio took lodgings on the third floor of the Altes Michaelerhaus, residing not only in the
same building, but in the same apartments as the Martines family.56 The close proximity of their
living quarters surely contributed to the particular nature of their relationship. In a letter to
Padre Martini, Martines describes the ‘paternal care’ that Metastasio showed to her and her family,
whilst Schmid’s biography of Martines explains that Metastasio provided ‘rearing and education
with all the warmth of a careful father’.57

Tutelage under Metastasio afforded access to his professional network and contacts, including
those at the Imperial court.58 The impact of the knighthoods granted to the brothers of
Marianna Martines from 1774 elevated the social standing of the family and strengthened their con-
nections to the court.59 Martines practised subtle self-promotion, defining herself not as a member
of the professional class of musicians but as a dilettante. She carefully portrayed herself not as a
musician striving to earn a living through their work, but as someone whose musical activities
were carried out simply for pleasure. By adopting the role of dilettante and through her perform-
ance at her own salons, Martines occupied a powerful ‘liminal space . . . situated between the public
and private spheres, rather than in full view of the public eye’.60 Thus her musical accomplishments
were carried out ‘behind a veil of upper-class respectability’.61 By contrast, Marianne Davies was
born into the professional class of musicians. Her childhood was characterized by the nomadic
life of the freelance musician, touring England and Ireland performing in concert series and benefit
concerts, and providing musical interludes in long theatrical runs. Her father, an established flautist
and freelancer on the London stage, tutored her; his colleagues from the Italian opera often bol-
stered her concerts, a musical world that Marianne had become immersed in from an early age.62

The encounter between these two young accomplished virtuose may provide a hitherto undocu-
mented example illustrating Martines’s support for her female contemporaries. It appears to
reinforce the notion that Martines demonstrated a nurturing and encouraging attitude towards
her female colleagues, rather than regarding them as threatening rivals, as in fact Godt suggests.63

Godt has asserted that the young professional musician Maria Rosa Coccia, who sent some of her
works to Metastasio for his approval, was a potential rival to Martines. Cypess, though, counters this
notion by highlighting Martines’s elevated social position as a dilettante, a position that enabled her
to rise above any sense of rivalry or threat and instead react with encouragement. Furthermore,
Cypess points to the impact of Martines’s musical salons and her vocal studio as evidence of her
nurturing and supportive role towards women. These two areas of activity allowed Martines to dem-
onstrate her ‘interests in music as a source of edification and the fostering of musicianship in other
women’.64 It is indeed plausible that the encounter between Martines and Marianne took place at
one of Martines’s Akademien.65 In any case, Marianne was plunged into a new, eye-opening musical
world in Vienna, one that fostered an established and highly regarded female contemporary who
surely served as an influential role model to the young Miss Davies.

55 Godt, Marianna Martines, 32.
56 Godt, Marianna Martines, 17, 20 and Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 36.
57 Letter of Marianna Martines to Padre Martini, 16 December 1773, trans. in Godt, Marianna Martines, 22, and Schmid,

‘Zwei musikalische Berühmtheiten Wien’s’, 517, trans. in Godt, Marianna Martines, 32.
58 See Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 43.
59 Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 155.
60 Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 169.
61 Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 169.
62 Highfill, Burnim and Langhans, A Biographical Dictionary, volume 4, 20.
63 Godt, Marianna Martines, 159.
64 Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 197.
65 Cypess, Women and Musical Salons, 154.
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Conclusion

The document examined here provides new information about musical life and everyday happen-
ings across six months spent in Vienna in 1769. Bringing to light the musical opinions and preju-
dices of Johann Adolf Hasse and offering insights into his teaching methods, it also reveals glimpses
of the professional guidance and mentorship provided by the soprano Faustina Bordoni towards a
young virtuosa. The document further provides an image of the working practices of Marianna
Martines and uncovers new data relating to her output and the chronology of her compositions.
In addition, it appears to show Martines’s support for and encouragement towards another
young female musician. The document presents a series of events and encounters that correspond
strikingly with known happenings in the lives of the Davies sisters, who were present in Vienna at
this time, lodging with the Hasse family. During the period of the page’s creation, Marianne and
Cecilia Davies were engaged to perform for an imperial wedding and gave frequent performances
before the Empress herself, yet their names are not mentioned. The identification of Marianne
Davies as author of the document can be supported further by similarities in handwriting styles
between it and Marianne’s private letter, written just over two years later.

The value of this document is particularly high because it appears to show the evolution and
shaping of a young female musician’s career; it reconstructs the musical environment in which
this educational process took place, illustrating the influential contacts she encountered, the role
models she looked to and the stories and advice that she saw fit to note down. It reveals the devel-
opment of her networking practices and highlights their central role in sustaining a career and
courting patronage. And, despite its ephemerality, I contend that this document was not created
or preserved by accident. Rather, it was specifically intended to protect precious musical memories
and events that marked the pinnacle of a career, to ‘keep in her head’ everything Hasse said during
this important period of musical development. At the same time, it provides an intimate image of
the eighteenth-century virtuosa Marianne Davies.

Clare Beesley is a professional flautist, specializing in historical performance, and a PhD candidate at the Universiteit
Utrecht. Her dissertation investigates the process of becoming a virtuosa in the late eighteenth century through a case
study of the British glass-armonica player Marianne Davies (1743/1744–1814). Her discussion of Davies’s letter-book of
introductions as a powerful networking tool appears in the proceedings of the Croatian Music Society’s 2023 publication
Musical Networking in the Long 19th Century. She is the 2023 recipient of the Burden Award for Musicology from the
British Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies.
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APPENDIX
‘A page from a diary in French and Italian (author unknown), dated 1769 “in Vienna”, concerning various musical acquain-
tances, as well as various musical works and books’

a Vienne. Vienna.
∧1769 ∧ 1769

le 1 de Juin^, M
elle Martines1 dit que le meilleur

impression des Oeuvres de Mettastasio,2 est le der=
=nier de Turin c’est en 10 tomes & beaucoup
mieux imprime & moins de fautes que l’Edition
de Paris3 –––
______

The 1st of June^, Miss Martines said that the best
print of the works of Metastasio is the most recent
one from Turin. It’s in ten volumes and is much
better and with fewer faults than the
Paris edition –––
_______

Melle Martines a 6 ou 700 Airres de diffe^rennts
Maitres ––– & a fin de pouvoir dabord trouver aucune
qu’elle veut; elle a un livre (like our housebook)4

ou elle a ecrit la premier ligne de chaque Airre
Alphabetiquement^et les Noms des compositeurs a coté: sur la

feuille qui commence

Miss Martines has six or seven hundred airs by different
masters, and in order first to find the one
that she wants, she has a book (like our housebook)
where she writes the first line of each air
alphabetically with the name of the composer next to it:

on the page that begins
chacque Lettre il y a un morceau de Papier (ou
Parchement) collé; sur laquelle est la Lettre A.
B. C. && –––. a la fin de ce livre il y a un Index [des]5

Alphabetique des Noms des Compositeurs contenu la
dedans; & a coté les Lettres avec quoi il y a de leurs
Airres qui commence –––. Les Airres qu’elle ne trouve
pas des plus belle, elle a marque avec une Etoille. –––
Elle a deja compose elle meme 98 Airres –––
outre 4 Messes ––– la premiere sans accompagne =

=ment (a la Palestina [sic]) n’a jamais eté executé
c’est dans l’Année 1758 qu’elle l’a fait6 –––. & avant
cela, elle a composé des Airres ––– Elle a mis en
Musique aussi l’Oratoire de S.te Helene qui trouve la
S.te Croix (c’est en l’Italien)7 ––– plusieurs Motets, Sal=
=va Regina, & des Cantates -- & 12 pieces de Clavecin
_____

each letter there is a piece of stuck on paper (or
parchment); on which is the letter A,
B, C etc., etc.––– at the end of this book there is an
alphabetical index
with the names of the composers contained within it;
and next to that the letters with which the
airs begin –––. The airs that she doesn’t find
very beautiful she has marked with a star.–––
She has already composed ninety-eight airs herself –––
as well as four masses ––– the first, without
accompaniment
(à la Palestrina), has never been performed.
She composed it in the year 1758 ––– and before
that she composed airs ––– She also set to
music the oratorio of St Helen
at Calvary (it’s in Italian) ––– several motets, a Sal-
ve regina and cantatas --- and twelve pieces for harpsichord
_____

la fete de Hasse8 est le jour de S.t Jean Baptiste
etant le 24 de Juin –––
Celle de Me Hasse9 est S.te Fauste le 15 fevrier –––

De Melle Pepine10 est S.t Josephe le 19 Mars. –––

The feast day of Hasse is the day of St John the Baptist
which was the 24th of June –––
That of Madame Hasse is St Fausto, the 15th of February
–––
That of Miss Pepine is St Joseph, the 19th of March. –––

continued

1 Anna Catharina Martines (1744–1813).
2 Pietro (Antonio Domenico Trapassi) Metastasio (1698–1782) was appointed Vienna’s Poet Laureate in 1730, and from

this point took lodgings at the Altes Michaelerhaus, residing in third-floor apartments with the Martines family. See Irving
Godt, Marianna Martines: AWoman Composer in the Vienna of Mozart and Haydn, ed. with contributions by John A. Rice
(New York: University of Rochester Press, 2010), 17, 20.

3 Possibly the 1757 Turin reprint of Calzabigi’s 1755 Paris edition, entitled Dissertazione su le poesie drammatiche del sig.
abate Pietro Metastasio.

4 The author lapses into English, indicating her native language, in order better to describe Martines’s method of cata-
loguing her works.

5 The word ‘des’ is an erasure but still visible.
6 The author confirms that Martines’s first Mass, in C major, was composed in 1758. Although Godt assigns the work to

1760, he suspects that the work may have been composed earlier (Marianna Martines, 256), and the author’s revelation sup-
ports this hypothesis.

7 Godt’s list of Martines’s works gives a tentative date of 1781 for the composition of Sant’Elena al Calvario (Marianna
Martines, 258). This document, however, provides evidence that the date of composition was more than a decade earlier.

8 Johann Adolf Hasse (1699–1783).
9 Faustina Bordoni (1697–1781).
10 ‘Pepina’ Maria Gioseffa Hasse (c1733–1811), eldest daughter of Johann Adolf Hasse and Faustina Bordoni.
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de Mellle Christine11 est S.te Christine le 24 Juillet –––
Juin.12

That of Miss Christine is St Christine, the 24th of July –––
June.

Celle de Mettastasio est S.t Pierre le 29 de Juillet –––
Celle de M.e Martines13 est S.te Therese le 15.
d’Octobre –––
Celle de M.elle Marianne14 est S.te Anne le 20 Juillet . –––
Celle de M.elle Antoinette15 est

That of Metastasio is St Peter, the 29 of July–––
That of Madam Martines is St Theresa, the 15th of
October –––
That of Miss Marianne is St Anne, the 20th of July ––––
That of Miss Antoinette is

Celle de Wagenseil16 est St Christophe, qui est le meme
jour que St Jacques le 25 Juillet –––
Celle de Mr Molinari17

Celle de Me Molinari

That of Wagenseil is St Christopher, which is the same
day as St James, the 25th of July –––
That of Mr Molinari
That of Madam Molinari

27 Aoust. Me Hasse dit que Melle Antoinette Martines
a 20 Ans.18 –––
_____

27 August. Madam Hasse said that Miss Antoinette Martines
is twenty years old. –––
_____

je ne sait pas si c’est dans ce Mois que nous avons
appris la mort de la fille du Prince Kaunitz19 –––
_____

I don’t know if it was in this month that we
learned of the death of Prince Kaunitz’s daughter –––
_____

C’est pour Sigra Albucci20 que Hasse a fait ses
12 Solfeggios. il l’a fait venir a Dresde dans le
tems du Roi defunt po 2e femme sous Me Hasse –––

puis il l’a enseigné pendant 4 ou 5 Ans, & quand
Me Hasse s’est retirez du theatre, c’est Albucci qui
a luy a succedé ––– elle s’est mariez ––– elle est
morte jeune –––
___________

Hasse composed his twelve solfeggi for
Madam Albucci. He brought her to Dresden
during the time of the now dead king as second to
Madame Hasse –––
then he taught her for four or five years, and when
Madame Hasse retired from the theatre, Albucci
succeeded her. ––– She married ––– she
died young –––
___________

[Side B]
le 14 de Septembre 176921 M.elle Christine22 m’a dit

qu’il y a environ 623 Mois que Bach24 de Londres
a ecrit a M.r Hasse; & que la Lettre a etoit ouvert

The 14th of September 1769 Miss Christine told me that
it has been about six months since the London Bach
wrote to Mr Hasse; and that the letter was opened

continued

11 Maria Cristina Hasse, daughter of Johann Adolf Hasse and Faustina Bordoni.
12 The month of Metastasio’s name day is corrected to June in a darker ink, indicating that this may have been a retro-

spective alteration.
13 Maria Theresia von Sober (c1712–1775), mother of Marianna Martines.
14 Marianna Martines.
15 Antonia Johanna Theresia Martines (born 1746), sister of Marianna.
16 Georg Christoph Wagenseil (1715–1777), Viennese virtuoso keyboard player, engaged in 1739 as court composer.
17 I believe this is most likely Doctor Molinari, who, Marianna Martines reveals, treated Metastasio during his final days. In

a letter to Farinelli, Martines explains that Metastasio ‘remained sunk in a lethargic sleep that lasted two days with only brief
intervals in which he was able to do no more than take the remedies prescribed by Doctor Molinari’. Godt, Marianna
Martines, 189. I have also found a Giuseppe Molinari, an opera company director in Prague during the 1760s, but have
no evidence to prove he was in Vienna at this time. On Giuseppe Molinari see Cliff Eisen and Simon P. Keefe, eds, The
Cambridge Mozart Encyclopedia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 177.

18 The document’s author refers to Antonia Johanna Martines, the younger sister of Marianna. Whilst a date of birth is not
recorded, Godt notes that Antonia was baptized on 27 December 1746 (Marianna Martines, 16). This indicates that Antonia
was slightly older than twenty when this conversation took place in 1769.

19 This news appears to relate to the death on 29 June 1769 of Maria Antonia Gräfin von Kaunitz-Rietberg, daughter of
Empress Maria Theresa’s diplomat and advisor Prince Wenzel Anton of Kaunitz–Rietberg. The wording of this particular
comment is interesting, suggesting it was written after the fact. This suddenly casts a new perspective on the chronology
of the document.

20 Teresa Albuzzi Todeschini (1723–1760), soprano at the Dresden court. See David J. Nichols and Sven Hansell, ‘Hasse
Family’, in Grove Music Online www.oxfordmusiconline.com (5 December 2021).

21 ‘1769’ shows in a darker ink, seemingly inserted afterwards above a dash in the text.
22 Maria Cristina Hasse.
23 The figure appears to be ‘6’, but it is misshapen, as if corrected from a figure 5.
24 Johann Christian Bach (1735–1782).
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par un autre M.r Hasse qui25 voyant que la Let=
=tre ne lui appartenoit point, l’a envoyé a M.r

Hasse avec des excuses. –––

by another Mr Hasse who saw that the letter
didn’t belong to him, he sent it to Mr
Hasse with his apologies. –––

[the next two sections have been crossed out by the
writer with a diagonal line (see Figure Ib)]
_________

Me Hasse nous a preté un espièce de’Almanac
qu’il me semble j’aimerai d’acheter quand nous
serons a Venise ––– Viz ––– Protogiornale per
l’Anno 1765 – ad uso della Serenissima Domi
=nante Città di Venezia. che comprende
oltre le giornaliere notizie tutte quelle
segnate nell’Indice. ed il nuovo libro
d’Oro ––– (tous les Nobles de Venise ont
leur Noms ecrit dans le libro d’oro). –––
cet livre si vende in Venezia da Giuseppe
Bettinelli all’insegna del Secolo delle
Lettere in Merceria a S Giuliano.
______

_________
Madam Hasse has lent us a type of almanac

which it seems to me I would love to buy when we
are in Venice ––– namely ––– Journal for
the Year 1765 – for use in la Serenissima, the great
city of Venice, which contains,
in addition to daily news, all the news listed
in the index. And the new Golden
Book ––– (all the Venetian nobles have
their names written in the golden book). –––
This book is for sale in Venice from Giuseppe
Bettinelli at the sign of the Century of
Letters in the market of St Giuliano.
______

le 2e parti qui est contenu la dedans est
intitulé Viz: ––– Nuovo Libro d’Oro che
contiene i nomi e l’età de Veneti Patrizi
Abitanti nella Dominante: disposti per
ordine di Casato coi loro Autori. La
Serie de’ Senatori per ordine della loro
elezione, e nomi de’ loro Pieggi viventi
gli Ecclesiastici Patrizi. Li Decani d’Età, ed
altre aggiunte.26 ––– Opuscolo che sarà ogn’anno.
ristampato colle dovute mutazioni, e cor=
=rezioni, nel che sarà osservata la maggior at=
=tenzione, e dipendenza da’ pubblici documenti.27

________________

The second part which is contained inside is
entitled namely: ––– New Golden Book, which
contains the names and the ages of Venetian patrons
living in the Capital: arranged in
order by family with their authors. The
list of senators ordered by their
date of election, and names of their living pieggi,
the ecclesiastical patrons, the eldest deacons, and
other entries. ––– This pamphlet will be
republished each year with
due amendments, carried out with the utmost care,
taking into account public documents.
________________

[the uncrossed-out text resumes here]
M.r H. nous a dit que l’inventeur de cet Instru=

ment nomme Pantheleon28 etoit un tres grand
Musicien (un genie comme Handel) il s’apelloit
Pantheleon,29 & etoit attaché a la Cour de Dresde en
meme tems que Hasse ––– il etoit extroardinaire [sic] p.r

jouer extemporae ––– H. lui donne tres grands louanges
_____

en meme tems il y avoit attaché a la Cour le
fameux Weiss p.r le Théorbo Lute Hasse dit

qu’il etoit grand Musicien aussi.30

______
Scarlatti qui est a Vienne presentement (celui ^est maître

Mr Hasse told us that the inventor of the instrument
called the Pantheleon was a very great
musician (a genius like Handel) he was called
Pantheleon, and was attached to the Dresden court at
the same time as Hasse ––– he was an extraordinary
improviser. Hasse praised him greatly
_____

at the same time the famous Weiss, player of
theorbo and lute, was also attached to the court. Hasse
said
that he was also a great musician.
______

Scarlatti is currently in Vienna. (He is master of the
continued

25 An attempt to erase a letter V beneath ‘qui’ is visible, suggesting that ‘qui’ was originally missed out in haste.
26 The switch from French to Italian is made by the author to replicate the title-page of the almanac. Though I could not

find the 1765 edition, see the frontispiece of the 1790 edition for parity of wording.
27 The passage of text from ‘Me Hasse’ to ‘pubblici documenti’, which describes the Libro d’Oro, is scored through with a

thick diagonal pen stroke from top left to lower right of the page. As I discuss in the accompanying article, the author indi-
cates that she would like to purchase her own copy of the Libro d’Oro when visiting Venice. Perhaps recording the details of
the book served as a kind of shopping list, or an addition to her Venice ‘to-do’ list. The scoring-through of this note after-
wards may suggest that the item was eventually purchased.

28 A type of dulcimer invented by Pantaleon Hebenstreit (1668–1750).
29 Pantaleon Hebenstreit.
30 Silvius Leopold Weiss (1686–1750), a close colleague of Hasse. According to Sven Hansell, Hasse and Faustina became

godparents to Weiss’s son Johann Adolf Faustinus in 1741. Hansell, ‘Hasse, Johann Adolf’, in Grove Music Online www.
oxfordmusiconline.com (2 February 2022).
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de la Scintlar)31 est fils du frere de Domenico
Scarlatti32 dont j’ai les Pieces de Clavecin ___ le Vieux
Scarlatti leur Pere, (grandpere de celui qui est ici)
etoit le Maitre de Hasse. –––
________

Lotti33 qui a composé les fameux Duo’s & &. etoit
( je crois) grand ami de Hasse ––– H dit que les Duos

de Steffani34 sont bonne aussi mais ennuiant,
& que ceux de Lotti sont beaucoup plus beau.
______

quand H: etoit petit Garcon; c’etoit l’usage d’ap=
=prendre la Musique ecrit en Chiffre & petites
Lettres & (comme on ecrit encore la Musique p.r

la Lute) pas en Nottes.35 ––– Mr H: l’a appris comme
c’a, mais a present il l’a oublier. –––
_____D[imanche]. 17 Dec.br 1769. mes cheveaux mesuréz
39 Pouces.

Scintlar.) He is the son of the brother of Domenico
Scarlatti, whose Pieces de Clavecin I have ___ the Old
Scarlatti, the father (grandfather of the one who is here),
was Hasse’s master. –––
________

Lotti, who composed the famous Duos etc. etc., was
(I believe) a great friend of Hasse ––– Hasse said that the
Duos
of Steffani are also good but boring
and Lotti’s are much better.
______

When Hasse was a little boy, it was common to learn
music written in figures and little
letters (as one still writes music for
lute), not in notes. ––– Mr Hasse learned that
way but has now forgotten it. –––
_____ [Sunday] 17 December 1769. My hair measures
thirty-nine inches.

31 ‘La Scintlar’ may refer to the Viennese singer Catharina Schindler, who performed in Gluck’s Paride et Elena in 1770;
see Bruce Alan Brown and Julian Rushton, ‘Gluck, Christoph Willibald, Ritter von’, Grove Music Online www.
oxfordmusiconline.com (11 April 2023), section 4, ‘Collaboration with Calzabigi’. I am grateful to David R. M. Irving for
suggesting this possibility.

32 Giuseppe Scarlatti (1712–1777).
33 Antonio Lotti (1667–1740).
34 Agostino Steffani (1654–1728).
35 The writer describes the seventeenth-century technique of keyboard tablature.
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